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Composite Event-Driven Programming
New Concepts for New Types of Interaction

Fredy Cuenca

School of Mathematical Sciences and Information Technology
Yachay Tech

San Miguel de Urcuquı́, Ecuador
Email: fcuenca@yachaytech.edu.ec

Abstract—Implementing multi-touch and multi-modal systems
requires splitting the code across several event handlers, which
complicates programmers work. The present paper finds the root
of this problem in the event-driven paradigm; more concretely,
in the fact that event-driven languages lack abstractions for
representing event sequences. It then suggests to augment event-
driven languages so that programmers can have the possibility
to define event sequences –herein called composite events– that
can then be bound to event handlers. The main features of
the composite event-driven language developed by the authors
are outlined, as well as its benefits and problems. The paper
suggests that, since its design, the event-driven paradigm was
tailored for mouse-based interactions, and it may be important
to question its suitability for implementing multi-touch and multi-
modal interactions.

Keywords–Multi-modal Systems; Multi-touch Systems; Interac-
tive Systems; Event Languages; Composite Events.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many researchers agree that implementing (multi-)touch
and multi-modal systems results in programs that are difficult-
to-read and difficult-to-maintain [1][2][3]. In the domain of
(multi-)touch systems, even simple gestures, such as the pinch-
to-zoom gesture, require the system to handle a stream of
touch-down, touch-move, and touch-up events, from within
the intention of the user to enlarge a particular region of
the touchscreen has to be unveiled. Similarly, multi-modal
commands, like speech-and-pointing commands, will be per-
ceived by multi-modal systems as a series of speech events
and pointing events. Thus, such multi-modal systems have the
difficult task of having to continuously identify which speech
events and pointing events are part of the same command.

The implementation of those interactions that are reflected,
in the system, as sequences of interrelated events, forces
programmers to litter their code with a multitude of flags
and global variables that have to be updated across different
event handlers in order to keep track of the event sequences.
The resulting difficult-to-read, difficult-to-maintain “callback-
soup” [1][2] is not a consequence of bad programming habits
or poor comprehension of event-driven principles. Rather, it is
accidental complexity: complexity caused by the languages and
tools chosen for programming [4]. This type of complexity can
only be reduced by selecting or developing better programming
languages and tools [4]. The present work intends to shed some
light on how to develop better languages and tools.

We believe that the appearance of the “callback-soup” is
largely due to the fact that event-driven languages, which

are widely used to implement interactive systems [5][6], only
offer abstractions, called events, for representing simple user
actions, such as a touch-down or a speech input; but these
languages do not offer abstractions for representing sequences
of user actions.

This paper proposes a programming model that enables
programmers to compose events. In the proposed model,
there is an abstraction called composite event, this being
a programmer-defined event sequence. Composite events are
defined by connecting primitive events, such as touch events
or speech inputs, through a set of operators, where each
operator represents a temporal, spatial, or semantic relation
among their operands. Composite events can then be bound to
event handlers, callback functions that implement the system’s
runtime behavior.

For instance, two basic interactions with a touchscreen
photo viewer can be described by binding the composite event
touch-flicking-left to the event handler ShowNextPhoto(),
and the speak-and-touch remove-this event to the event handler
RemovePhoto(). The two aforementioned composite events
would be defined by the programmer as a combination of touch
events (former case) or as a mix of touch events and speech
events (latter case).

In the proposed programming model, at runtime, the event
handlers are to be launched every time their associated com-
posite events are automatically detected by a composite event-
driven tool. This model will save programmers from having
to implement a supervisory mechanism for tracking event
sequences; such a mechanism would be incorporated in the
composite event-driven tool to be exploited by programmers.
By delegating the detection of event sequences to the com-
posite event-driven tool, programmers can clean their source
codes of the flags and global variables that were necessary for
this task when using event-driven languages.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: In Sec-
tion 2, the proposed approach is compared against others
that also intend to ease the creation of multi-modal/multi-
touch interaction. Section 3 outlines the main features, gains,
and limitations of a composite event-driven tool that was
implemented as part of a PhD project. Finally, Section 4 argues
in favor of augmenting event-driven languages with composite
events.

II. RELATED WORK

The benefits of using composite events for rapid proto-
typing of multi-modal systems have already been highlighted
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[3][7]. Additionally, this paper reports similar gains when
prototyping (multi-)touch gestures and, most importantly, pro-
poses composite events as a unified solution to the “callback
soup” problem that infects both multi-modal and multi-touch
interactive systems.

Other (mostly visual) languages have also been proposed
with the aims of easing the “callback soup” problem. One
important contrast is that while our composite event-driven
model allows describing interactions in terms of events and
event binding, other existing languages require concepts (e.g.,
Petri nets and block diagrams) and programming practices
(e.g., depicting visual models) that may be unfamiliar to
programmers of interactive systems. As the rankings of pro-
gramming popularity published by IEEE [6] and TIOBE [5]
attest, programmers are more accustomed to textual, event-
driven languages. Given that familiarity with a language has
a strong, positive influence on programming language adop-
tion (even stronger than intrinsic properties of the language,
such as performance, reliability, and simple semantics) [8],
the proposed programming language retains the textual and
event-driven nature of mainstream programming languages.
Other more concrete differences of our approach and existing
languages can be found below.

A. Multi-modal interaction description languages
In Squidy [9], multi-modal interactions are represented

as block diagrams that programmers can use to channel and
transform the data coming from different input modalities
to the application. One issue of this model is that each
modality has its own independent channel. Data from different
modalities must be collected in the application as the human-
machine interaction occurs. With our approach, a composite
event can be defined by combining events from the same or
different modalities. The data carried by these events is stored
in parameters that arrive to the application all at once –no need
for queuing events in the application.

Similar to our model, SMUIML [10] allows composing
events so that each composite event can be bound to one event
handler. At runtime, these handlers are launched once their
associated composite events have occurred. We generalize this
approach by allowing programmers to attach event handlers
to very specific stages of a composite event —in our model,
event binding has a time component. This allows launching
several event handlers at different moments of the lifecycle of
a composite event, which makes it possible to provide the end
user with partial feedback.

ICO [11] is a formal language for modeling both multi-
modal and multi-touch interactions. It has an underlying math-
ematical apparatus that allows predicting properties of the
interaction in static time, without having to run the ICO model.
One of its drawbacks is that Petri nets were not tailored for
modeling interaction, thus ICO models do not map close to the
problem domain. ICO users have to tweak their interaction
models to fit them into a Petri net. Our approach, instead,
makes use of a domain-specific notation that has designated
symbols for representing time constraints among events and
special keywords for specifying modalities.

B. (Multi-) touch gesture definition languages
Besides the already reported gains experienced when pro-

totyping multi-modal systems [3][7], composite events also

bring about advantages over existing, salient gesture definition
languages, such as GDL [12], Proton [1] and GestIT [2]. To
a greater or lesser extent, all these languages have proven to
ease the description of touch gestures: programmers can define
gestures in a declarative fashion without having to write fine-
grained code for tracking the gesture state.

GDL [12] is intended for simple description of touch
gestures that can be used across multiple hardware platforms.
A touch gesture is defined as a set of rules that must be met
by the raw touch data along with the value(s) to be returned
when the gesture is detected. GDL allows defining multi-
stroke gestures (e.g., a cross) as long as the strokes can be
issued sequentially. Our language, in contrast, allows defining
gestures involving both sequential and parallel strokes (e.g.,
simultaneous vertical flicks). Furthermore, unlike the proposed
language, GDL does not allow specifying temporal constraints.

On the other hand, Proton allows users to represent gesture
interaction as tablatures. A user study proved that tablatures
are easier-to-comprehend than event-callback code [13]. The
expressiveness of Proton was shown by implementing multi-
user touch-based applications like the classic Pong game, a
tennis-like game between two opponents [13]. One issue with
Proton is its lack of time variables, which makes it difficult
to calculate the duration of a gesture, for instance. In contrast,
our approach allows defining and maintaining different types of
variables (including time variables) throughout the composite
event lifecycle.

As to the Petri nets-based language GestIT, partial feedback
is only possible by decomposing gestures definitions into
smaller, sub-gestures definitions. This is because GestIT only
launches event handlers at the end of a (sub-)gesture. Our ap-
proach does not force programmers to make such decomposi-
tions because multiple event handlers can be bound to different
stages of one single gesture. Furthermore, Proton and GestIT
do not include timeout events, which make it unnecessarily
complex to define recursive gestures. For instance, the single,
double, and triple tap require three separate definitions with
Proton and GestIT. In our approach, timeout events exist and
can be connected with any input event (e.g., touch events
or speech inputs) to be part of a composite event. By using
timeout events, our approach makes it possible to describe
the three aforementioned gestures with one single definition:
a sequence of N taps that end after a period of “silence”.

C. Languages for reactive systems
It should be made clear that the goal of the proposed

approach differs from that of languages such as P [14], Esterel
[15], or Lustre [16].

P is oriented more towards the development of distributed
systems. Therefore, the type of interaction to be modeled with
P is among the components of the intended system. Such a
component-component interaction is uncoordinated and con-
sists of messages sent from different sources. In contrast, the
proposed language is designed for human-machine interaction,
a type of interaction where the inputs are coordinately issued
by one single agent, the end user. Due to this fundamental
difference, P focuses on forcing asynchronous events to be
responded within a reasonable timeframe. For this, P includes
notations for explicit declaration of event deferrals. Our lan-
guage, instead, focuses on describing relations between user
actions and system responses, which can be done concisely
with the proposed composite event binding notations.
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Similar contrasts can be found against Esterel or Lustre,
which are intended to develop real-time, embedded systems.
Thus, these are much closer to P than to the proposed language.

III. A FIRST COMPOSITE EVENT-DRIVEN TOOL

In the context of a PhD research, a composite event-
driven language along with its supporting tool was devel-
oped and evaluated for rapid prototyping of multi-modal
systems [3][17][7].

A. Automatic detection of composite events
A composite event-driven tool must be in charge of track-

ing every programmer-defined composite event and launching
its associated event handler(s) in a timely manner. In our
particular implementation, every composite event is internally
represented as a finite state machine [3]. The human-machine
interaction is described with a textual notation, as a mapping
of composite events to event handlers, and, under the hood,
the proposed tool generates a set of finite state machines
by means of specialized algorithms [3]. As the constituent
events of a composite event occur, in the specified order,
its reciprocal finite state machine switches to different states.
Finally, the end-node of this machine is reached when its
reciprocal composite event has occurred. Programmers can
attach event handlers to every node or link of a finite state
machine when writing event binding code [17]. Given that
a composite event can be reused in the definition of other,
more complex composite events, our finite state machines are
hierarchical.

B. Experimental results
This language was compared against C#, a mainstream

event-driven language, by means of a within-subjects exper-
iment. A user study involving twelve participants (experi-
enced developers) was conducted to compare programming
efficiency. After modifying an interaction model with both the
composite event-driven language and the baseline language, it
was revealed that the former leads to higher completion rates,
lower completion times, and less code testing [7]. Another
study with non-developers is being conducted to measure
whether the proposed language is simple enough to be under-
stood and used as a discussion tool within multidisciplinary
teams (e.g., in a robotics project). We have not yet conducted
experiments about tool performance (e.g., recognition rate or
recognition speed of composite events). For now, our focus is
on evaluating the feasibility and efficacy of composite event-
driven programming rather than the efficiency of our particular
implementation.

C. Expressiveness
The expressiveness of the proposed language has already

been evaluated by implementing a variety of interactions in-
volving mouse gestures, keystrokes, and speech inputs [3][17].
Later, as part of a PhD research, we implemented a proof-
of-concept application that recognizes hand gestures, body
movements, and a variety of touch gestures (e.g., single-
stroke, multi-stroke, free-form, and multi-touch). More re-
cently, composite events have also been applied in the field
of robotics [18]. The size of the developed applications is
small: we always used less than 30 composite events in our
applications. We still do not have indications, neither in favor
nor against, of whether the easiness-to-maintain will increase
linearly with the size of the applications or not.

D. Limitations
The current version of the proposed composite event-driven

language does not include general-purpose constructs (e.g.,
for’s and if’s). It is a declarative language that includes no-
tations for describing human-machine interaction as mappings
of user actions to system responses or, more concretely, as
mappings of composite events to event handlers. But the fine-
grained code required to implement the event handlers and
the graphical user interface has to be written with a general-
purpose language, as part of a canned application that has to
be imported into our composite event-driven tool. The separa-
tion of interaction code from application code brought about
many problems, such as the inability to create autonomous
executable files (e.g., the imported application is developed
with a general-purpose language whose syntax is unknown
to the developed composite event-driven tool), the excessive
amount of function calls required to exchange data between
the external application and the composite event-driven tool
(e.g., application variables have to be maintained by calling
functions; these variables cannot be set directly from the
composite event-driven language), and the difficulty to debug
a program that is broken into two separate, independent pieces
(e.g., composite event variables are traced within the proposed
tool whereas external application variables are traced with
external tools), among others.

IV. DISCUSSION

The proposed shift up from events to composite events
would be the reflection of a fundamental change in human-
computer interaction: in the past, systems were mainly com-
manded by simple user actions such as clicks on widgets;
but modern multi-modal/multi-touch systems are intended to
be commanded by several coordinated user actions, such as
pointing-and-speech. These sets of coordinated actions would
be abstracted as composite events in the proposed model.

It is true that existing event-driven languages have enough
expressiveness to develop multi-modal and multi-touch inter-
active systems, but the complexity of the resulting code can
be reduced by using composite events: the interaction state
that has to be updated manually with event-driven languages
is maintained automatically by composite event-driven tools.
This benefit was noticed by twelve participants of a compara-
tive user study: All of them agreed that the task of modifying
interaction descriptions was simpler when using composite
events than when using C#, a mainstream event language [7].

The event-driven paradigm was inspired in academic re-
search (e.g., University of Alberta UIMS and Sassafras) carried
out in the 80’s [19], when mouse-based interactions were pre-
dominant. By 2000, the mouse-based interactions introduced
by the Apple Macintosh, in 1984, had been widely adopted
by almost all applications [19]. Mainstream event-driven lan-
guages such as Visual Basic and Java were released within
that period; more concretely, in 1991 and 1995, respectively.
Therefore, it should not be a surprise to realize that the event-
driven paradigm with all its underlying concepts was likely
tailored to deal with a type of interaction that is much simpler
than multi-touch and multi-modal interaction, which now claim
silently their own paradigm and tooling.

In a seminal paper, published in 2000, when discussing
event-driven languages, Myers et al. [19] foretold that, in order
to deal with the then-emerging modalities, such as touch and
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speech, a new paradigm may be needed. To the best of our
knowledge, no one has yet given a clue about how to start
building the new programming paradigm. Based on 4+ years
of research, this paper is suggesting one direction: to extend
the fundamental concept of event to composite events.

We expect that the first, positive results obtained after
implementing our programming model can encourage other
researchers and practitioners to create more full-fledged com-
posite event-driven tools, which, aside from including code
editors, runtime environment, and debugging tools, like our
tool, must also include interface builders and a language
enriched with general-purpose constructs. With such a set of
tools, programmers will no longer need to separate application
code from interaction code and, thus, the aforementioned
limitations might disappear.
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Abstract—Use cases are a modeling means to specify the required
use of software systems. As part of UML (Unified Modeling
Language), it has become the de facto standard for functional
specifications, mainly in object-oriented design and development.
In order to check these models, we propose a theoretical solution
by adapting a general quality of models framework (SEQUAL),
and, following our approach, a rule-based solution that includes
both expert-based and definition-based rules. In order to promote
a distributed set of quality assessment services, a Web service has
been developed. It works on XMI (XML Metadata Interchange)
files which are parsed and verified by Prolog clauses.

Keywords–Rule-based quality; UseCase verification; Logic-
based services; XMI; Prolog.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Software Engineering, use cases are a means to specify
the required uses of software systems. Typically, they are used
to represent what the system is supposed to do. Use cases are
part of UML (Unified Modeling Language) specifications and
they have become so wide spread that they are now considered
the de facto standard for requirements specification of object-
oriented software systems [1].

Quality assurance of use cases is a common topic in
Software Engineering. For example, some heuristics including
UML use cases, have been proposed for model revision [2].
Moreover, preparing good use cases for connection with other
static and dynamic models remains important as they are a key
representation for verification and validation [3].

Other studies have tried to assist in the semi-automatic
verification / validation of use cases. Kotb and Katayama [4]
present a novel approach to check the verification of the use
case diagrams. Shinkawa [5] proposes a formal verification
process model for UML use case, and Gruner [6] details a
meta model of possible relations between use cases, which
may, in the future, be implemented in Prolog. However, these
proposals assume that the set of steps in order to implement
it (known as basic course or basic flow) is always part of
the use case specification. However, this assumption is not
broadly true, and, moreover, it is shown that the way of this
narrative presents ambiguity [7]. From a formal perspective,
an interesting summary is found in [8], where different lapses
are identified for the analyzed approaches.

The objective is to show a tool for supporting a quality
assessment process of use case diagrams, even, when some of
these use cases have no proper narrative inside of them. The
theoretical base is given by SEQUAL (SEmiotic QUALity)
[9]. It is a highly spread quality framework for models and
it addresses different kinds of qualities including syntactic,
semantic, pragmatic and social qualities which make it very
complex to include all these quality perspectives from the
scratch. Under this assumption, a rule-based system is a

modular and scalable solution in order to initially implement
some types of verifications and then another group of them
under an incremental development.

In this paper, we present a first Prolog prototype, as proof
of concept, of a tool that can aid the quality assessment of
a use case diagram. Moreover, we have implemented it as a
Web service in order to illustrate that logic-based solutions can
also be part of key quality assessment process in cloud-based
software development environment.

In order to check use case models and their application,
in Section 2 we present a set of verification syntactic and
semantic rules and how they have been derived from SEQUAL
conceptual framework. In Section 3, we show how the derived
rules have been implemented in Prolog clauses into our first
version of the Use Case Checker (UC2). In the Conclusion
section, we summarize the contributions and we outline the
future work on two tracks: technological improvement of UC2
and broadening the scope of the quality assessment approach.

II. WHERE DO VERIFICATION RULES COME FROM

In order to derive verification rules, we have used the
SEQUAL conceptual framework [9]. Although it was proposed
more than 20 years ago, it has had great influence on verifying
the quality of multiple kinds of models [10]. However, it has
never been used to verify use case models. The SEQUAL
framework is based on semiotic, hence it includes syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic qualities where interpretations and
subjectivity of modelers and users are also considered. We
have specializated the SEQUAL framework as it is illustrated
in Figure 1. Therefore, from a theoretical point of view, this
specialization is our quality of models theory’s contribution,
and, our rule-based solution, may also be considered a proof
of concept to it.

Figure 1. SEQUAL specialization for use case models
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Following our SEQUAL specialization, we have generated
rules to principally verify syntactic quality, but also we have
included semantic quality rules in order to illustrate its imple-
mentation.

A use case model may contain several use case diagrams,
and the quality application developed here is applied only to
one use case diagram. Therefore, the process of verifying a
use case model implies verifying all its containing diagrams.

The following rules were generated from the definition
of OMGs (Object Management Group), applicable to UML
use cases (specified in the UML superstructure version 2.4.1).
These rules mainly verify the syntactic quality of a use case
diagram, as defined in the quality model described above.
Later, some of these rules will be verified automatically by
the software prototype developed.

The generated rules are listed and described by adding an
identification number. However, this numbering is arbitrary and
does not represent any kind of hierarchy. In each case, we have
illustrated the right case in opposition to a wrong case.

A. Rule 1 - There must be clear system boundaries
A use case diagram represents the interaction of an actor

with the system. The UML Reference Manual says that the
subject is the system under consideration to which the use
cases apply [1]. Thus, it does not make any sense to model a
use case diagram without a subject or system boundary, which
must be represented either by a package or a classifier. Given
that the existence of a system boundary may be verified in an
explicit diagram structure, we classify this rule as part of the
syntactic verification of a use case model. It is illustrated in
Figure 2.

Right Wrong
System

UseCase

Actor

UseCase

Actor

Figure 2. Example of Rule 1

B. Rule 2 - Actors must not be isolated
The UML Reference Manual says that an actor specifies a

role played by a user or any other system that interacts with
the subject [1]. Modeling an isolated actor does not make any
sense. Although the diagram shows a system boundary and
use cases in it, there is not possible to inference that the actor
interacts with all or some of the present use cases. Given that
the existence of an isolated actor may be verified in an explicit
diagram structure, we classify this rule as part of the syntactic
verification of a use case model. It is illustrated in Figure 3.

Right Wrong
System

UseCase

Actor

System

UseCase

Actor

Figure 3. Example of Rule 2

C. Rule 3 - Use cases must not be isolated/inaccessible
The UML Reference Manual says that a use case represents

a behavior of the system in which an actor or another system
interact with it. Therefore, an isolated use case can never be
executed. Here we refer not only to the fact of being isolated
from actors interactions, but also of other dependencies coming
from its interaction with other use cases. Given that the
existence of an isolated actor may be verified in an explicit
diagram structure, we classify this rule as part of the syntactic
verification of a use case model. It is illustrated in Figure 4.

Right Wrong
System

UseCase UseCase2

Actor

<<Include>>

System

UseCase UseCase2

Actor

<<Include>>

Figure 4. Example of Rule 3

D. Rule 4 - Actors must not be inside the system
The UML Reference Manual says that an actor models a

type of role played by an entity that interacts with the subject
(e.g., by exchanging signals and data), but which is external to
the subject [1]. Therefore, the actor should not be inside the
system or subsystem being modeling. This kind of diagram
does not have nested representation of involved system or
subsystems. Therefore, there is no case in which it can be
possible. Given that an actor being inside the system boundary
may be verified in an explicit diagram structure, we classify
this rule as part of the syntactic verification of a use case
model. It is illustrated in Figure 5.

Right Wrong
System

UseCase

Actor

System

UseCase

Actor

Figure 5. Example of Rule 4

E. Rule 5 - Use cases should be within system boundaries
The UML Reference Manual says that a use case is the

specification of a set of actions performed by a system, which
yields an observable result [1]. We, therefore, created a rule
that a use case should not be outside the system boundary
because it is necessary to specify which system is the owner
of that behaviour. Given that a use case is part of a system, i.e.,
that it belongs to an existing system, then it may be verified
by parsing the diagram structure, then we classify this rule
as part of the syntactic verification of a use case model. It is
illustrated in Figure 6.

F. Rule 6 - Use cases must start with a verb
The UML Reference Manual says that a use case is the

specification of a set of actions performed by a system [1].
Therefore, its description requires, at least, a verb, i.e., the verb
that specifies that action; additionally, as a quality description,
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Right Wrong

System

UseCase

Actor

System

UseCase

Actor

Figure 6. Example of Rule 5

we would ask for that verb to appear in the first place of the
sentence that describes the use case behaviour.

In Spanish language, in which we worked, the verb should
properly be used in the imperative form, but given that this
mode is not commonly used, we recommend the use of verbs
in its infinitive form. This last recommendation is irrelevant in
English where these two forms are identical.

Given that verifying the verb form and its position in a
sentence, i.e., that it is necessary to look for external references
beyond UML structure, we classify this rule as part of the
semantic verification of a use case model. It is illustrated in
Figure 7.

Right Wrong
System

Display

summary of

sales

Actor

System

Summary of

sales

Actor

Figure 7. Example of Rule 6

G. Rule 7 - Use cases must represent an observable behavior
of the system

The UML Reference Manual says that a use case is the
specification of a set of actions performed by a system, which
yields an observable result that is, typically, of value for one
or more actors or other stakeholders of the system [1]. We
therefore created a rule that a use case should represent actions
of the system, which are observable to the actor, written from
the perspective of the system.

In order to make this possible we have described a set
of typical verbs of a system behaviour and other that can be
warnings in the redaction of the use case descriptions. For
example, a common mistake in use cases is the use of non-
observable verbs like “To save” or “To register”. Also a com-
mon mistake is the use of a human actions like entering data
or including high level behaviours like selecting or managing.
In order to verify this feature, we have used additional list of
non-observable actions (verbs) of classical system behaviours
and another of classical human behaviours under a system
interaction in order to give warning about them. Given that
these lists are external to the own nature of UML structures,
we classify this rule as part of the semantic verification of a
use case model. It is illustrated in Figure 8.

H. Rule 8 - Actors names should be singular
UML superstructure says: A single physical instance may

play the role of several different actors [1]. Class modeling

Right Wrong
System

Give the option to

enter invoice details

Actor

System

Save invoice in

database

Actor

Figure 8. Example of Rule 7

assumes that actors are classes, which are required to follow
the standard class nomination, including its expression in the
singular case. Due to this verification goes beyond the UML
structure, i.e. it exceeds syntax, we have classified this rule
as part of the semantic verification of a use case model. It is
illustrated in Figure 9.

Right Wrong
System

UseCase

Engineer

System

UseCase

Engineers

Figure 9. Example of Rule 8

I. Rule 9 - Computable verbs
The verb represents the behavior of the system, therefore

the action represented by the verb must be unambiguous
and capable of being implemented into a computer system.
Therefore, using also a reference list of verbs we can warn
about the use of a verb that is not part of “computable verbs”.
Given that the existence of non computable verbs may not be
verified in an explicit diagram structure, we classify this rule
as part of the semantic verification of a use case model. It is
illustrated in Figure 10.

Right Wrong
System

Display a histogram of

the items in the chart of

accounts

Accountant

System

Analyze

accounting

results

Accountant

Figure 10. Example of Rule 9

III. PROLOG CLAUSES FOR USE CASES VERIFICATION

The system consists of software for analyzing a use case
diagram (XMI file), applying the rules generated and sub-
sequently delivering the result of the application in JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) format. This software will be
implemented in Web technologies as a service. In Figure 11,
the inputs and outputs of the system are represented.

A. Involved technologies
The XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) standard was de-

fined for the exchange of UML diagrams. XMI is an XML-
based integration framework for the exchange of models, and
any kind of XML data. Thus XMI is used in the integration of
tools, repositories, and model-related applications in general.
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Figure 11. System view of Use Case Checker (UC2) Prototype

The framework defines rules for generating XML schemas
from a metamodel based on the Metaobject Facility (MOF).
Although XMI is most frequently used as an interchange
format for UML, it can be used with any MOF-compliant
language [11].

Table I shows the XMI representation of some elements of
a use case diagram.

TABLE I. XMI REPRESENTATION OF POSSIBLE USE CASE
EXPRESSIONS

Element XMI Representation

<packagedElement name="{NAME}"
xmi:id="{ID}"↪→

xmi:type="uml:UseCase">

</packagedElement>

<packagedElement xmi:id="{ID}"
xmi:type="uml:Association">↪→

<ownedEnd aggregation="none"
association="{ID ELEMENTO
ORIGEN}" xmi:id="{ID}"
xmi:type="uml:Property">

↪→
↪→
↪→

</ownedEnd>
<ownedEnd aggregation="none"
association="{ID ELEMENTO
DESTINO}" xmi:id="{ID}"
xmi:type="uml:Property">

↪→
↪→
↪→

</ownedEnd>
</packagedElement>

<!-- An include is nested in a
packageElement Use Case, this
use case correspond to the UC
arrow source. -->

↪→
↪→
↪→

<include addition="{ID TARGET UC}"
xmi:id="{ID}"
xmi:type="uml:Include">

↪→
↪→

</include>

SWI-Prolog is a portable implementation of the Prolog
programming language. SWI-Prolog aims to be a robust,
scalable implementation supporting a wide range of applica-
tions, providing interfaces to other languages and providing
support for parsing XML and RDF (Resource Description
Framework) documents. The system is particularly suited for
server applications due to its support for multithreading and
HTTP server libraries [12].

To develop UC2 we have used SWI-Prolog v 7.2.3, which
provides some improvements over version 6.x.x in the creation
and reading of JSON structures.

This component is responsible for implementing the pre-

viously generated rules. For this proof of concept, only some
of these rules are shown.

For the implementation of the rules that verify the quality
of a use case diagram, we defined a set of logical Prolog rules
which allow us: 1) to identify the elements of a use case
diagram within a file XMI; and 2) to see if these elements
comply with the quality rules generated.

Figure 12 shows the code that identifies part of the elements
within an XMI file.

%useCase(XML,ID, NAME)
useCase(XML,ID,NAME):-
xpath(XML,

//packagedElement(@'xmi:type'=
'uml:UseCase'),A),

↪→

↪→

xpath(A, /self(@'xmi:id'),ID),
xpath(A, /self(@'name'),NAME).

%association(XML, ArrowSource,
ArrowTarget)↪→

association(XML,Source,Target):-
xpath(XML,

//packagedElement(@'xmi:type'=
'uml:Association'),A),

↪→

↪→

xpath(A, ownedEnd(1),O),
xpath(O, /self(@'type'),Source),
xpath(A, ownedEnd(2),U),
xpath(U, /self(@'type'),Target).

%extend(XML, ArrowSource, ArrowTarget)
extend(XML,Source,Target):-
xpath(XML, //packagedElement,A),
xpath(A, /self(@'xmi:id'),Source),
xpath(A, extend,E),
xpath(E,

/self(@'extendedCase'),Target).↪→

Figure 12. Prolog clauses for parsing XMI input files

When the above-defined rules are implemented, they must
pass as a text parameter in the XMI file (coded as a variable
named “XML”).

When the Prolog Rules have been identified through the
elements of a use case diagram, the hierarchical relationship
between them must be known. To do this, we defined the
Prolog Rule shown in Figure 13.

%in(XML, ChildElement, ParentElement)
in(XML,Child,Parent):-
xpath(XML, //packagedElement,A),
xpath(A, /self(@'xmi:id'),Parent),
xpath(A, packagedElement,E),
xpath(E, /self(@'xmi:id'),Child)

Figure 13. Prolog clause for getting container-content relationships

B. Service Functions
In this section, we describe some of the previous rules in

order to illustrate the high cohesion and low coupling reached
by this Prolog implementation which has been implemented
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as a REST service.

Unrelated Actor. This rule is the implementation in SWI-
Prolog of Quality Rule 2 “Actors must not be isolated”. Figure
14 shows the diagram in the input file and its corresponding
JSON output.

Prolog verfication for unrelated actors
%unrelatedActor(XML, IdActor,

NameActor)↪→

unrelatedActor(XML,ID,NAME):-
actor(XML,ID,NAME),
not(association(XML,ID,_)).

↪→

↪→

Input Output
{

"test":{
"name":"Test
UnrelatedActor",↪→

"message":[
"Actor"

]
}

}

Figure 14. Implementation and sample for Rule 2:
“Actors must not be isolated”

Isolated Use Case. This rule is the implementation in SWI-
Prolog of Quality Rule 3 “Isolated/Inaccessible use case”. Fig-
ure 15 shows the diagram in the input file and its corresponding
JSON output.

Prolog verification for inaccesible use cases
%accesible(XML, IdElement)
accessible(XML, X):-

association(XML,A,X),
actor(XML,A,_), useCase(XML,X,_).

↪→

↪→

accessible(XML,X):- include(XML,Y,X),
accessible(XML,Y).↪→

accessible(XML,X):- extend(XML,X,Y),
accessible(XML,Y).↪→

%isolated(XML, IdUseCase, NameUseCase)
isolated(XML, X, N):-useCase(XML,X,N),

not(accessible(XML,X)).↪→

Input Output
{

"test":{
"name":"Test
Isolated UC",↪→

"message":[
"UseCase2"

]
}

}

Figure 15. Implementation and sample for Rule 3:
“Use cases must not be isolated/inaccessible”

Actor Inside the System. This rule is the implementation in
SWI-Prolog of Quality Rule 4 “Actors must not be inside the
system”. Figure 16 shows the diagram in the input file and its
corresponding JSON output.

Prolog verification for actors inside of system boundary
%actorInsideSystem(XML, IdActor,

NameActor)↪→

actorInsideSystem(XML,X,N):-
actor(XML,X,N), package(XML ,B,_),
in(XML ,X,B).

↪→

↪→

actorInsideSystem(XML,X,N):-
actor(XML,X,N), model(XML ,B,_),
in(XML ,X,B).

↪→

↪→

Input Output
{
"test":{
"name":"Test
ActorInside
System",

↪→

↪→

"message":[
"Actor"

]
}

}

Figure 16. Implementation and sample for Rule 4:
“Actors must not be inside the system”

Use Case Outside of System Boundary. This rule is the
implementation in SWI-Prolog of Quality Rule 5 “Use cases
should be within system boundaries”. Figure 17 shows the
diagram in the input file and its corresponding JSON output.

Prolog verification of use cases outside of system boundary
useCaseInsideBoundaries(XML,X):-

useCase(XML,X,_), package(XML,B,_),
in(XML,X,B).

↪→

↪→

useCaseInsideBoundaries(XML,X):-
useCase(XML,X,_), model(XML,B,_),
in(XML,X,B).

↪→

↪→

useCaseOutsideBoundaries (XML,X,N):-
useCase(XML,X,N),
not(useCaseInsideBoundarie(XML,X)).

↪→

↪→

Input Output
{
"test":{
"name":"Test
UseCaseOutside
Boundaries",

↪→

↪→

"message":[
"UseCase"

]
}

}

Figure 17. Implementation and sample for Rule 5
“Use cases should be within system boundaries”
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Finally, as a sample of a Web site that puts together the
above rules, we show the corresponding Prolog calls in Figure
18.

load_xml(Target, XML, []),
findall(F, isolated(XML,_,F),
Isolated),↪→

findall(F,
useCaseOutsideBoundarie(XML,_,F),
UseCaseOutsideBoundarie),

↪→

↪→

findall(F, actorInsideSystem(XML,_,F),
ActorInsideSystem),↪→

findall(F, unrelatedActor(XML,_,F),
unrelatedActor),↪→

reply_json(json([
test=json([name='Test Isolated',
message=Isolated]),

↪→

↪→

test=json([name='Test
UseCaseOutsideBoundarie',
message=UseCaseOutsideBoundarie]),

↪→

↪→

↪→

test=json([name='Test
ActorInsideSystem',
message=ActorInsideSystem]),

↪→

↪→

↪→

test=json([name='Test UnrelatedActor',
message=UnrelatedActor])

↪→

↪→

])

Figure 18. Prolog clauses for return the result of all the rules as a JSON
response.

Additional expressions like extends or the representation in
XMI of include are not explicitly represented in this document.
The full UC2 source code is available at [13].

IV. CONCLUSION

Use cases are a common choice to specify software re-
quirements. In spite of existing theoretical approach to use
case verification, there are no known implementations that put
together a theoretical background about quality of models and
a derived implementation. In this paper, we propose a general
quality framework and we show an initial implementation for
verifying use case model, represented on demonstrations that
cover the part of our system realized to the moment. This
rule-based approach besides the chosen architecture, shows
that a declarative approach is not only effective but also a
solution presenting two main characteristics: low coupling
and high cohesion which allows an easy maintenance and
high scalability. Moreover, the implemented rules allow to
report both errors and warnings, which can be used in a
software process to improve quality of use cases due to, even
being a partial approach as is, these results are measurable
and repeatable ones, which makes it a valuable under the
perspective of software engineering at any label, as part of
a computer-aided step in a traditional development approach,
or as a part into a model driven development approach.

Future work is related to limitations of the current ap-
proach. Firstly, the integration of SWI-Prolog as part of a Web
service impose a limitation because it does not provide a good
integration to classical Web services as Apache. Thus, we need

to review the technology behind the current solution approach.
However, the most relevant challenge is to add pragmatics rules
and to work with perceived quality. Classical features of a set
of requirements, i.e., completeness and consistency, can not be
validated without considering the context to which the system
has been conceived to work, i.e., the set of stakeholders’
expectations. However, this approach seems to be a way to
reach it.
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Abstract—Information Security Management is focused on pro-
cesses and it is currently guided by control-based standards such
as ISO27002. Controls may be: management objectives, available
resources or desired behaviours that contribute to information
security. Under this process perspective, to reach some security
level means to accomplish a specific set of controls. There are
qualitative approaches and maturity models that help managers
to select what controls to implement next, whilst quantitative
approaches have just recently emerged under simplified formula-
tions. The purpose of this paper is to show an answer set solution
to the problem of selecting what controls to implement next, based
on a given budget, security profit, and temporal dependencies
between controls. The solution is illustrated by using Clingo.

Keywords–Information security; Controls selection; Answer set
programming; Clingo.

I. INTRODUCTION

A standard for information security consists of a set of
rules that aim to regulate a company's operation, with a
special emphasis on information management and information
assurance. In general, the accomplishment of some information
security standard means to achieve a set of objectives, get
resources or implement actions defined by the standards [1].
All these elements are known as information security controls
[2] and may be grouped by dimensions.

In particular, one of the most widely-known security stan-
dards is ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [3]. This standard proposes
114 controls classified in 14 main dimensions, described in
ISO/IEC 27002:2013 [4]. The degree of compliance with
these controls determines the organization's security level and
whether it can apply for certification.

Therefore, the map of implemented/non-implemented con-
trols becomes a management tool to progress in information
security. In Table I, some examples of controls and their
corresponding dimensions from ISO27002 are shown.

The general problem of managing information security has
been addressed through different approaches and different dis-
ciplines [5]–[7]. Various frameworks have been proposed for
measuring the level of standard compliance [8]–[11]; however,
these approaches do not suggest a plan for the implementation
of controls, obtained quantitatively from the current level of
compliance to some desired security level.

Investigations in this area have led to the incorporation of
quantitative methods for managing security controls, some of
them based on multicriteria analysis, such as, [12]–[14]. Other
investigations [15]–[21], combined the System Grey Theory
[22] with other quantitative techniques of analysis.

TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION SECURITY CONTROLS
AND DIMENSIONS FROM ISO27002.

Domain: Information security policies
Policies for information security
Review of the policies for information security

Domain: Human resource security
Terms and conditions of employment
Information security awareness, education and training

Domain: Cryptography
Policy on the use of cryptographic controls
Key Management

Domain: Physical and environmental security
Physical security perimeter
Equipment maintenance

Domain: Operations security
Documented operating procedures
Information backup

Domain: Compliance
Protection of records
Technical compliance review

Another investigation proposed a simulation-based ap-
proach [23]–[25]. In this approach, simulated attacks are run
over a model of the organization. Each attack occurs under
different scenarios of implemented controls. According to
the results of the simulations, the optimal set of controls is
determined. The difficulty of this method is that choosing
different sets of controls to simulate an attack is a human task
within a combinatorial framework.

It seems clear that optimizing controls implementations
is an open problem where quantitative approaches are just
emerging. In [26] ,the conceptual framework for a quantitative
optimization approach and several types of constraints are de-
scribed. Mainly, we remark the temporal dependency between
controls, the existence of a given budget, and the objective
function focused on maximizing security by minimizing vul-
nerabilities.

To solve this quantitative optimization problem, we propose
an answer set solution approach. Answer set programming is
a research product on knowledge representation, logic pro-
gramming and constraint satisfaction to cope mainly with np-
hard problems [27]. Nowadays, there are some mature tools
allowing the specification and solution of general models [28].

In this paper, we propose a specific solution approach for
selecting controls by using the answer set tool named Clingo
[29]. Clingo is a framework to solve combinatorial problems
with Answer Set Programming (ASP), a simple and powerful
modeling language [30].

In order to show the solution, in section II, we explain
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the basis of the model by means of a small, but illustrative
example. In section III, we show the results of applying the
model using data from a public governmental office. The
conclusion section highlights the simplicity of the proposed
model but also the necessity to compare this approach to
traditional models from operational research.

II. ANSWER SET MODELLING FOR SELECTING SECURITY
CONTROLS

The basic principle to be applicable in an answer set
solution is that there are different possible solutions, i.e.,
there is a space of solutions to be evaluated. An answer set
program may be composed of four sections: (i) the first section
expressing the basic configuration of the problem, (ii) the
second section for generating the different answer sets, (iii)
the third section for the derived or non basic definitions plus
the terms to evaluate solutions, and (iv) the fourth section
containing the problem constraints. These forms are briefly
reviewed.

The basic configuration is composed of true facts, which
are represented as literals (classic propositions) or predicates
on specific literals (objects). The possible forms are as follows:

l0.

P1(l1).

P2(l2, l3).

(1)

To represent the different answer sets, rules are needed.
These rules are known as the disjunctive form because several
alternatives, represented as a set, may be generated starting
from proved facts. These rules have the following form:

l{A0, A1, ..., Ak} u← A1, ..., An. (2)

Under this form, the alternatives in the set stay bound by l
and u, and these values represent the minimum and maximum
number of elements in the set, provided, of course, that it is
possible to derive them from the true conjuctions A1 to An.

The third section should represent the definitions in the
universe of discourse. In this case, the rules follow a simplified
version of the previous form, this time without alternative sets,
i.e., having only predicates on variables or literals in the left
part. Thus, classical definitions may have the following form:

P0(V0)← A1, A2, ...

P1(V1, V2)← B1, B2, ...
(3)

The fourth section specifies the constraints. These are
specified similar to the previous rules, but having only the
right part, as follows:

← A0, A1, ..., An. (4)

In order to illustrate the given solution, we consider an
example having ten controls, a set of temporal dependencies,
and each control having its corresponding implementation
cost and also a corresponding security profit. In Fig. 1, we
show the basic configuration of the example. First, we have
the identification of the control (C1 to C10), its cost and
profit (third value). This security profit is abstract and may
be considered from a single increment in the percentage of a

standard accomplishment, to the reduction of vulnerabilities
belonging to key information assets. The dependencies are
represented by the curly brackets. For example, the control
C5 may be implemented if and only if controls C1 and C2
have been already implemented.

Figure 1. Candidate controls to implement, their cost, profit and
dependencies.

Firstly, we notice that there are several possible answers
that match the answer set conditions to be applied, under
a bounded budget. For example, for a given budget of 500,
we may have an implementation plan including the controls
C3, C8 and C10, having a total cost of 390 (150+100+140)
and a total profit of 6 (3+2+1). But also we may have an
implementation plan including the controls C1, C2 and C6
having a total cost of 492 and a total profit of 11.

In order to code the solution, we have used Clingo 4.5.4
[29]. As described above, we divide the explanation in four
parts.

To configure the basic initial state, we have used the
predicates: control, for setting the variables that represent
controls, cost, for specifying the implementation cost of each
control, and require, for representing the dependencies be-
tween controls. In Fig. 2, we show the Clingo sentences for
this configuration.

c o n t r o l ( c1 ; c2 ; c3 ; c4 ; c5 ; c6 ; c7 ; c8 ; c9 ; c10 ) .

c o s t ( c1 , 2 0 0 ) .
c o s t ( c2 , 3 0 1 ) .
c o s t ( c3 , 1 5 0 ) .

% . . .
p r o f i t ( c1 , 3 ) .
p r o f i t ( c2 , 5 ) .
p r o f i t ( c3 , 3 ) .
% . . .
r e q u i r e ( c9 , ( c4 ; c5 ; c6 ) ) .
r e q u i r e ( c5 , ( c1 ; c2 ) ) .
r e q u i r e ( c10 , ( c7 ; c8 ) ) .
r e q u i r e ( c8 , c3 ) .

Figure 2. Partial configuration of current state.
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To represent the answer sets, we have used two rules that
we show in Fig. 3. The first rule represents that it is possible to
plan a specific control (variable Y) provided that this control
does not depend on other controls. The bounds 0 and 1 specify
that this control may or may not be part of the solution. The
second rule states that a control that depend on others can also
be part of the solution, provided that all their required controls
(totalRequired) have been planned (totalIncluded).

%G e n e r a t e
0 { p l a n n e d (Y) } 1

:− t e r m i n a l (Y ) .
0 { p l a n n e d (X) } 1

:− t o t a l R e q u i r e d (X,D) ,
t o t a l I n c l u d e d (X,W) , D==W.

Figure 3. Rules generation.

The necessary definitions are in Fig. 4. Here, we define the
formulas for total cost, total profit, total number of required
controls for each control, and total number of planned controls
among the required ones. Finally, we show the definition of
terminal controls that are defined as those controls that do not
require the implementation of previous controls in order to
plan them.

%D ef in e
t o t a l R e q u i r e d (X,D):−

c o n t r o l (X) ,
D = # c o u n t {Z : r e q u i r e (X, Z ) ,

c o n t r o l ( Z ) } .
t o t a l I n c l u d e d (X,D):−

c o n t r o l (X) ,
D = # c o u n t {Z : r e q u i r e (X, Z ) ,

p l a n n e d ( Z ) } .
t o t a l P r o f i t (Y):−

Y = #sum {D,X: p l a n n e d (X) ,
p r o f i t (X,D) } .

t o t a l C o s t (N) :−
N = #sum {D,X: p l a n n e d (X) ,

c o s t (X,D) } .
t e r m i n a l (X):−

c o n t r o l (X) ,
n o t r e q u i r e (X, ) .

Figure 4. Definitions.

Finally, the fourth section is shown in Fig. 5. This contains
the definition of the available budget and the constraint that the
total cost needs to always be less than the budget. Moreover,
Clingo allows to add optimization expressions by using the
macro clauses maximize or minimize. In this case, we have
used maximize to search for the best result on information
security profit (totalProfit). In Fig. 6, the result is illustrated,
as displayed by Clingo. For the given example, the solution
included the controls C1, C3, C4, C6 and C7, having a total
cost of 871 and a total profit of 19.

Finally, we present Table II, to illustrate the combinatorial
power of this problem, under the given constraints.

%T e s t
bu dg e t ( 9 0 0 ) .
:− t o t a l C o s t (N) ,

bu dg e t ( T ) ,
N>T .

%O p t i m i z a t i o n
# maximize
{ I : t o t a l P r o f i t ( I ) } .

Figure 5. Constraints and Optimization.

Figure 6. Candidate controls to implement, their cost, profit and
dependencies.

TABLE II. NUMBER OF POSSIBLE ANSWER SETS BY BUDGET.

Budget Answer sets
2000 147
1500 144
1000 103
900 87
700 57

In this table, we summarize, a what-if analysis for the
current example showing the total of possible answer sets given
by different budgets.It is possible to get them running Clingo
with the option -n 0.

III. EXAMPLE

To illustrate the operation of the proposal in a real situation,
we have applied the proposed model to a situation adapted
from a real audit of a public organization of the Chilean State.
The proposal must recommend the optimal set of controls to
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be implemented, considering a limited budget, the costs of
implementing the controls and the benefits obtained by the
progress in complying with the controls of the standard.

In this case, the organization wished to evaluate its compli-
ance with three standards of information security to which it
subscribed. As a public entity, the organization must comply
with the information security regulations established by the
Government of Chile: (i) Supreme Decree 83 (DS83) [31], a
security standard for public offices; and (ii) the methodological
guide for information security (GUI) [32], in the framework
of the Chilean government’s improvement program, which
describes the technical requirements associated with the diag-
nosis, planning and implementation of an information security
system. In addition, the organization decided to evaluate its
compliance with the international ISO Standard 27001, in its
2005 version.

For the purposes of the example, we will only present the
dimension referring to the security of facilities, since it was the
main focus of evaluation after the earthquake of the year 2010
in Chile. In this dimension, we analyzed 30 controls from the
three above standards.

The benefits associated to each control were established
considering the standard to which they belong to. We represent
greater benefits on those controls explicitly mentioned into
the Chilean norms of information security for public insti-
tutions. Therefore, those controls, that belong to more than
one standard, will report a greater benefit to the organization.
Considering this, a higher score was given to the controls
that met the rules of the government of Chile and those that
satisfied more than one norm.

The implementation costs of each control were estimated
based on the operating conditions of the organization. In
addition, a budget constraint was assigned to the problem.

In this way, the model delivers the set of controls that,
considering costs and budget, provides the higher benefit to
the organization. The implementation of the situation yielded
18 possible responses to the problem, which met the con-
straints of the problem. Table III, summarizes the progress
of the optimization process. The table shows the number of
implemented controls (second column), their corresponding
cost (third column) and the previewed benefit (fourth column).

It should be noted that the 18 delivered answers do not
correspond to the total universe of possible solutions. The
implementation only shows those sets of controls that present a
better profit than the previous answers. Therefore, the last line
represents the final recommendation which includes a set of 22
controls that reports a benefit of 55 at a cost of $ 19.950.000
(expressed in Chilean money).

The model, i.e. predicates, rules, and constraints of this
case example can be downloaded from [33]

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A contemporary approach to manage information secu-
rity on organizations is following process-based standards
as the family of norms ISO/IEC27000. This process recom-
mends the implementation of a set of security controls (e.g.
ISO/IEC27002). From this perspective, in order to accomplish
the standard, an information security assessment produces,
as relevant outcomes, a set of controls already implemented
and another set of controls to implement. Making a decision

TABLE III. FEASIBLE ANSWERS IN THE CHILEAN PUBLIC CASE
EXAMPLE.

Answer Number of Controls Total Cost Total Profit
Answer 1 8 $ 11.360.000 21
Answer 2 9 $ 13.360.000 24
Answer 3 10 $ 16.360.000 27
Answer 4 11 $ 17.160.000 30
Answer 5 12 $ 19.960.000 34
Answer 6 14 $ 17.800.000 37
Answer 7 15 $ 18.600.000 38
Answer 8 15 $ 18.500.000 41
Answer 9 16 $ 19.300.000 42
Answer 10 17 $ 19.700.000 43
Answer 11 16 $ 18.760.000 45
Answer 12 17 $ 19.160.000 46
Answer 13 18 $ 19.960.000 47
Answer 14 16 $ 19.720.000 49
Answer 15 21 $ 19.850.000 52
Answer 16 22 $ 19.750.000 53
Answer 17 21 $ 19.250.000 54
Answer 18 22 $ 19.950.000 55

about the next information security controls to implement
is a np-hard problem. This has been demonstrated in [34]
for the general problem of process-based compliance norms.
Under this approach, the unique isomorphism to apply is
to consider as separate tasks the implementation of security
controls, which is what we have modeled in our answer set
programming approach.

Although other quantitative solutions have been proposed,
here we have presented a solution having three kinds of
constraints: temporal dependencies between controls, a limited
budget, and different information security profits given by the
different controls to implement. Under the consideration of
this set of different variables, as far as we know, it is the most
complex quantitative solution shown in an academic setting.

We have shown an answer set programming solution simple
and illustrative. Firstly, we have shown that a quantitative
solution is not hard to implement, and, moreover, secondly,
it can be easily extended to support additional controls (facts)
and constraints, due to the modular nature of rules in answer
set programming.

However, it is known that answer set solutions are based
on general optimization settings. For this reason, it logically
follows that specific operational research solutions may present
a better performance. Therefore, in terms of future work, we
will compare this answer set programming solution to classical
optimization algorithms on operation research platforms, but
we would like to add modelling time as a variable to observe.
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